3D-Fun: predicting enzyme function from structure
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ABSTRACT

The ‘omics’ revolution is causing a flurry of data that all needs to be annotated for it to become useful. Sequences of proteins of unknown function can be annotated with a putative function by comparing them with proteins of known function. This form of annotation is typically performed with BLAST or similar software. Structural genomics is nowadays also bringing us three dimensional structures of proteins with unknown function. We present here software that can be used when sequence comparisons fail to determine the function of a protein with known structure but unknown function. The software, called 3D-Fun, is implemented as a server that runs at several European institutes and is freely available for everybody at all these sites. The 3D-Fun servers accept protein coordinates in the standard PDB format and compare them with all known protein structures by 3D structural superposition using the 3D-Hit software. If structural hits are found with proteins with known function, these are listed together with their function and some vital comparison statistics. This is conceptually very similar in 3D to what BLAST does in 1D. Additionally, the superposition results are displayed using interactive graphics facilities. Currently, the 3D-Fun system only predicts enzyme function but an expanded version with Gene Ontology predictions will be available soon. The server can be accessed at http://3dfun.bioinfo.pl/ or at http://3dfun.cmbi.ru.nl/.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of sequencing the human genome (1,2) has initiated a large number of genome-wide research efforts. Transcriptomics aims at generating the catalog of all expression patterns of genes as function of environmental parameters like cell-type, metabolic state, cell life cycle state, etc. Similarly, proteomics aims at the same catalog by directly measuring the proteins rather than indirectly via their expressed messenger RNAs. Metabolomics, glycomics, immunomics and pharmacogenomics, for example, aim at catalogs of all metabolites, all glycosylation sites and states, molecular functions associated with immune-related transcripts and a hosts' genetic response to drugs, respectively.

Structomics is the novel research field that aims at solving all protein 3D structures, and Table 1 shows a series of the better-known structural genomics efforts. As solving all ~25 000 human structures is not yet possible, efforts are directed towards first solving the 3D structures of enough significantly different protein sequences to be able to model the entire human protein structure repertoire by homology. This means that a series of protein structures is being solved for which the function cannot be estimated using a BLAST run against the databases of proteins with known function.

Many algorithms have been designed to aid with the detection of very remote sequence similarities. Examples are PSI-BLAST, several threading methods, profile–profile-based methods, etc. Structural genomics centers have deposited more than 1000 protein structures that have their function marked as ‘unknown’, and the function of more than 500 of those could not be determined using any of standard sequence-based methods. At http://kb.psi-structuralgenomics.org/KB/ a long list of such proteins is given.

It is commonly known that protein structure and the location of their functional sites are much more conserved than their sequences. Long after evolutionary divergence has made sequence similarity detection impossible, the structures of remote homologs are still very comparable. We here present a server, based on this concept, which helps with the detection of otherwise undetectable homologies. The 3D-Fun server takes as input the coordinates of a protein with known structure and unknown function, and compares it with all proteins with known structure available from the PDB. The output consists of a list of structurally similar proteins and with some vital superposition statistics. If the function of the database hits is known, it is listed to aid the user of the server with the prediction of the function of the query protein.

The 3D-Fun server is available at two sites: 3dfun.bioinfo.pl and 3dfun.cmbi.ru.nl, and a few more locations are planned. All underlying software is freely available too.
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from the CMBI site. The 3D-Fun server has been set-up to predict the EC-code of an enzyme but it can, in principle, be extended to any other description of protein function.

**METHODS**

The 3D-Hit software (3) is used for all structure superpositions. This software superposes two structures at a time and determines a superposition score that is mainly based on the percentage residues that superpose within 3.0 Å (more detailed description of the 3D-Hit algorithm is presented below). An all-against-all structure comparison is performed and for each protein P with known function the superposition scores are determined for the most structurally similar protein Q1 that has a function different from P, and the worst superposing structure Q2 that superposes with a better score than Q1 and has the same function as P. This way the false-positive cutoff, being the average of the superposition scores for Q1 and Q2, can be determined for each protein in the database. This process is performed four times, once for each of the four functional levels of the EC-code. The final score for a comparison of an unknown protein with a protein in the database is determined relative to this false-positive cutoff value.

When querying with the protein R with known structure and unknown function the 3D-Hit program first compares R with a database of structures S, that all have a known EC-code and can be characterized by four cutoff values. Sequence redundant proteins have been removed from this database. The EC-code of the protein S with the strongest structural similarity is assigned to the query if the superposition score is greater than all (or any) of the EC levels; otherwise, the EC-code is assigned as unknown. Let us, as an example, consider a cluster that contains four structures: the query protein and three enzymes with EC numbers 1.3.3.4, 1.3.3.6 and 1.3.4.1. This cluster will obtain an EC number assignment of 1.3.---. For the final prediction, the enzymatic function of the most detailed cluster that contains the query structure is used. Contrary to the 3D-Hit strategy, the 3D-Clust algorithm takes into account the enzymatic function of all structures S that have a better superposition scores with R than with all other proteins of the whole set.

The PD-Split software splits the PDB database in N equal chunks, where N is the number of available CPUs in the computer server that can be used by 3D-Hit. This way 3D-Fun can optimally use the power of coarse-grained parallel clusters.

The user needs to input the coordinates of the unknown protein in the well-known PDB format. Only the so-called ATOM records of the C-a atoms are required because the 3D-Hit (3) software used for the structural comparisons uses C-a coordinates only.

The server software sends the query structure to the N processors, waits for the results to come back, combines and sorts those results and presents them to the user. Figure 1 shows a typical server output page in which all important aspects of the output are annotated. On the Polish 48-node cluster a typical run takes 5–10 min.

The versions of 3D-Hit, PD-Split, that were optimized for the 3D-Fun server, and all necessary scripts to build your own 3D-Fun server are available from the CMBI site too.

**3D-Hit algorithm**

The structural similarity search algorithm, in general, is as follows. The query protein structure is dissected into overlapping fragments of 13 residues—equivalents of BLAST words. For each structural ‘word’, a set of template fragments is collected where (i) the residues in the centers are identical, where (ii) both distances between the first and the last C-a atoms are within 3 Å and where (iii) the RMSD after optimal superposition is below 3 Å. The rotation matrix and the translation vectors calculated during the superposition are used to rotate a 99-residues long segment of the query protein centered in the middle of the fragments. After the rotation, 99×99 dynamic programming matrix with spatial pairs of atoms denoted with 1 or 0 is created. A global alignment is conducted on the matrix. The aligned segments are superimposed and the calculated rotation matrix and translation vectors are used to compare fragments of 299 residues, in the same way as previously. The highest score obtained after the last alignment is used as a measure of similarity between the query and template proteins.

All structural similarity scores are used for annotation in the 3D-Clust strategy (4). The query structure and all sequentially nonredundant proteins are hierarchically clustered by structural similarity using a complete link algorithm (5,6). The EC-code is completely (or partially) assigned to each group in each clustering iteration, if all of the enzymes in the group have the same function at all (or any) of the EC levels; otherwise, the EC-code is assigned as unknown. Let us, as an example, consider a cluster that contains four structures: the query protein and three enzymes with EC numbers 1.3.3.4, 1.3.3.6 and 1.3.4.1. This cluster will obtain an EC number assignment of 1.3.---. For the final prediction, the enzymatic function of the most detailed cluster that contains the query structure is used. Contrary to the 3D-Hit strategy, the 3D-Clust algorithm takes into account the enzymatic function of all structures S that have a better superposition scores with R than with all other proteins of the whole set.
The predictions generated by the 3D-Fun server are as good as structural alignments produced by the 3D-Hit program—the main core of the service. Here, we show the benchmark comparing results obtained using the 3D-Hit algorithm with results generated by the VAST program—one of the best-known programs for structural comparison of proteins. A data set of structural alignments between 45,537 protein chains generated by the VAST program was downloaded from the NCBI ftp server (ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/mmdb/vastdata). A total of 21,785 of those chains have annotated enzyme function in the corresponding PDB files. Protein sequences of these enzymes were clustered at the level of 90% amino acid identity using the CD-HIT sequence alignment program (7). Only one sequence from each cluster was used in the set of 3153 nonredundant proteins with known EC numbers and calculated structural VAST alignments. For each of those enzymes, we identified two proteins with the highest VAST alignment score; one of which has the same EC code and the other with a different one. The detection of the most structurally similar pairs of enzymes with the same and different function was then performed using the 3D-Hit program. We determined which alignment score best separates proteins with the same enzyme function from those with different EC codes. Figure 2 presents four ROC curves; each curve corresponds to one level of the enzyme classification. In this test, the 3D-Hit algorithm scored slightly better than the VAST program. Both methods outperformed results obtained with random alignment scores.

RESULTS

All structural genomics consortia together have deposited (28 February 2008) 6292 protein structures of which 1925 are labeled with ‘Function unknown’ and another 2411 have no EC-code given (provided numbers corresponds to sequentially redundant entries). Not having an EC-code obviously does not always mean that the function is not known, as many proteins simply do not have an EC-code associated or are not enzymes at all. Still, it was not difficult to make the short list of examples of proteins with known structure and unknown function that is shown in Table 2. In this table, we list five examples of proteins for which the 3D-Fun server can predict the function with decreasing degrees of certainty. The total CPU time spend on Table 2 was less than an hour.
Example number 1 shows the prediction for two unpublished protein structures deposited by the MCSG (Table 1) that come from *Archaeoglobus fulgidus* and *Vibrio cholerae* species and have the PDB accession code: 2QMM and 2QWV, respectively. These two proteins belong to the PFAM (8) DUF358 family, which is a member of the α/β-knot clan. The DUF358 family contains a series of ∼200 amino acids long archaeal and bacterial proteins. The function of these proteins is still unknown; however, they do contain several conserved histidine and aspartate residues that might form a metal-binding site. The 3D-Fun server predicted that these two proteins have a methyltransferase function (EC-code 2.1.1.–). Similar results were obtained in our previous studies, where we showed that four other hypothetical proteins (with the PDB accession codes: 1VH0, 1NS5, 1O6D and 1TO0) are probably also methyltransferase enzymes (4). Both predictions are supported by the fact that these six proteins share the same deep trefoil knot structure in the catalytic domain and have conserved a noncanonical AdoMet/AdoHcy-binding site (4).

Table 2. Five examples of functional annotations made using 3D-Fun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>PDB accession codes</th>
<th>Predicted EC number</th>
<th>Predicted enzyme function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2QMM, 2QWV</td>
<td>2.1.1.–</td>
<td>Methyltransferase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>1ZEE</td>
<td>1.3.11.–</td>
<td>Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>2G7Z</td>
<td>2.7.1.–</td>
<td>Phosphotransferase with an alcohol group as acceptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>3BBJ</td>
<td>3.1.2.–</td>
<td>Thioester hydrolase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1YS9</td>
<td>3.1.3.–</td>
<td>Hydrolase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predictions 1 and 2 are explained in greater detail in the text.
Example number 2 presents the functional annotation for 1ZEE of the hypothetical protein SO4414 from Shewanella oneidensis, which has been deposited by the NSGC (Table 1). This protein is a member of the PFAM DUF1864 family, which still remains to be characterized. A 3D-Hit structural search detected a strong similarity to an indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase family, represented by the 2D0T structure (9). The 3D-Clust program provided similar results by clustering the query model with three dioxygenase enzymes [2D0T, 1YW0 and 2NOX (10)] into one well-superposing group. Figure 3 presents the backbone superposition of the query structure and 2D0T.

DISCUSSION

Functional annotation using sequence similarity is very common practice. Indeed, the EXPROT project (11) showed that the function annotations in sequence databases are for the largest part obtained this way. The 3D-Fun server is heavily based on the concept that structure is more conserved than function, and that similar structures must indicate an evolutionary divergent relation and thus also functional similarity. Clearly, there are examples where these assumptions fail. The TIM-barrel motif, for example, has been associated with dozens of different functions (12). However, this is not as large a problem as it initially looks because if structural comparison hits are found to proteins with different functions we know we cannot predict a function, and the server lists all hits with and concludes ‘Function Unknown’. Things do go really wrong, however, when only one structure with known function is found in the database while multiple similar structures with very different functions are still waiting to be solved. Fortunately, such cases are most likely rare. Even if 3D-Fun predicts two different functions for a protein, the user is still helped because an experiment to validate a few function predictions is, of course, much simpler to perform than a totally ab initio experimental function determination.

At present it is still relatively easy to perform an all-against-all structure superposition for all proteins in the PDB. If, 1 day, the speed by which the structural genomics consortia solve their structures outperforms the speed of our computers, then we can speed up the process by leaving out PDB files without known function or PDB files that are structurally and functionally similar to other PDB files already in the 3D-Fun database. Additionally, we can also try using the Grid rather than just one cluster computer. Efforts to run 3D-Fun on the Dutch national bioscience Grid are underway and results look promising.
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